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Abstract 

As a General Studies major here at Ball State University, I felt that I was at a 
disadvantage when it came to the impending job search. I have enjoyed my education 
very much, but with a degree entitled "General" I have been forced to really sell myself 
to everyone. Therefore, I decided to create a portfolio to display the skills I have 
mastered throughout my college career. This is a compilation of works I created 
specifically for this process combined with some of my previous works, to showcase my 
degree and myself. 
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The Path to a Portfolio 

Throughout the first semester of my senior year, I tried to decide what kind of project I 

wanted to design for my thesis project. At this juncture in my life, I was really beginning to 

think about graduation and the future, which meant that the job search was like a cloud 

looming on the horizon. At first, I thought I might create a beautiful trilogy of paintings, as I 

used to be an art major. This idea changed about ten or eleven times, and I eventually arrived 

at the decision to create a portfolio. This would be something in which I could have some 

degree of "artist's license" while getting a great deal of experience and use from the final 

product. 

The first element of my project that was fully developed was my resume. The copy 

that I've included in my portfolio has been revised a few dozen times, sometimes with minor 

changes and sometimes with larger, more inclusive changes to the structure. I decided to 

make my resume only one page long and in subject format rather than date format, as I will be 

a new graduate with a small amount of experience. I felt this would be most appropriate as it 

is commonly said that the average employer takes only 15 seconds to review each resume 

they receive. I also made the final copy of my resume "scannable." This means that it does 

not use bullets, decorative fonts, italics, pictures, or lines in its format. This allows the 

resume to be easily read by computer programs scarming for specific terminology to 

determine whether one is a qualified applicant. 

The second element in my portfolio is a copy of my resume in Spanish. The 

formatting is also "scannable," utilizing asterisks instead of bullets, and clear, common 

headings at the top of each new section. I felt it would be important to include this in my 

portfolio to demonstrate the skills that I have developed in this language area. 



The next section of my portfolio includes various writing samples, from both in and 

out of the classroom. The first two examples are literary reviews I performed as an 

introductory part of studies I was involved with as an Honors Undergraduate Fellow. These 

reviews were the precursor to two surveys we conducted to ascertain the advantages and 

disadvantages of online testing, and to observe the online shopping habits of college students. 

The third writing sample was a paper I wrote on Rosario Ferre regarding the development of 

feminism throughout the literature of Latin America. I believe this to be the best example of 

my writing and abilities within the Spanish language. The fourth writing sample is entitled 

"Assessment and Intelligence," and is an American Psychological Association style paper I 

composed regarding the practice of using standardized testing to ascertain the intelligence of 

children and adults. I felt that this paper was an excellent example of my writing and analysis 

skills within the Interpersonal Relations field. 

I began this portfolio with the idea that I would include works from all areas of my 

degree to truly showcase myself to the best of my ability. The bulk of the work I wished to 

showcase was surrounding my work with Business Information Technology. Therefore, I 

began assembling and creating pieces that I felt were most relevant to the working world. The 

first element of this section was a letterhead and envelope set I created on Microsoft Word 

specifically for this project. I utilized a business name, Petal Peddler, which I had created for 

a web design the previous semester; to create a design which I felt was sharp, clear, and 

professional. I then added a business letter in full block, mixed punctuation style to this 

letterhead, to illustrate my knowledge of appropriate business letter format. 

The third element of this section was an interoffice letterhead, and was therefore 

slightly different than the outgoing letterhead. I also included a memo to the "staff' regarding 



an office meeting. The fourth part of this section is present to display my use of business 

report format and my ability to integrate Microsoft Excel elements into a Word document. I 

included a quick reference section at the end of this report that utilizes a table and a pie chart 

to show basic facts regarding the report and the Petal Peddler business. 

The fourth, fifth, and sixth elements within the technology portion of my thesis were 

created on Microsoft Excel to illustrate the use of simple to complex tables for estimation and 

calculation of budget, savings, and payments. Within the budget example is also a pie chart 

that illustrates where all the earnings are allocated, and what parts of the expenses are most 

influential. 

The seventh element in the technology section is an example of a Microsoft Power 

Point presentation. In this presentation I utilized the basic standards of such presentations, 

such as limiting the onscreen information to a minimum, and leaving the rest of the text to be 

spoken. I chose a light colored font, due to the rich red background. I utilized various visual 

elements to keep the onlookers interested, yet made sure that the images were at least related 

to the topic at hand. 

The next section (parts 8- I3) was created on a new program I am leaming to use 

called Adobe Page Maker. I have included some of the projects that I have created thus far. 

The first is a revision of an original ad I found which was poorly organized. I added a new 

image and adjusted font sizes and types to create a cleaner look and feel to the ad. On the 

next piece, I created a full-page gift certificate for "Dan's Express Car Wash." Here I 

modified a piece of clip art to be the backdrop for the entire certificate, and finished it off with 

a thick border to give it a more professional look. The next part is a personal set of 

letterhead/envelope/business cards. I chose a rather decorative font with a graphic I felt 



complimented the font choice. The next element is a "Directory of References" in which I 

utilized master pages to create matching pages throughout the booklet. I also learned how to 

properly print each page so that they can be folded in proper order to form the booklet. For 

instance, I had to print page 8 and I together, and in that order, with 2 pages up. The final 

element I included from my work with PageMaker is a tri-fold mailer. I used photos and text 

to create a design that is pleasing to the eye, and used columnar setup to allow for folding the 

mailer into three parts. The text is from an article we brought to class for "filler text" as the 

main subject within the class is concerning the design. 

Through my studies of Business Information Technology, I have also encountered the 

art of Web Design through the use of Microsoft's Front Page. I learned to create a web page 

for myself and then to create a web 'storefront' and 'back office', which I've included within 

my portfolio. I am extremely excited about the fact that I have learned this skilL and feel it is 

quite a marketable asset in today's ever-changing world of employment. I also learned how 

to maneuver code such as Hyper Text Markup Language, Active Server Pages, and Java 

Script to allow for security and functionality, as well as design. 

The final element in the technology section is an example of the different charts, 

forms, and queries one can create with the use of Microsoft Access. This program is used by 

many businesses to keep track of their massive amounts of data on customers, employees, 

products, inventory, and revenue. It is difficult to showcase the use of database on paper yet I 

felt it valuable to include it even as a conversation piece. 

In my thesis proposal I discussed including two essays; the first on the Interpersonal 

Relations minor, and how this subject has helped me to grow as a person, and as a future 

employee; and the second on the influence of language and travel upon my education. These 



are included to display the influence of the other subject areas upon my education here at Ball 

State. 

When I first began to develop my portfolio, I had an idea of they types of things I 

would include, yet upon my research I encountered more interesting ideas that I have 

incorporated throughout this process. The Career Center was quite an asset to me in the 

making of this project. They have many resources on creating resumes and cover letters, as 

well as ideas on what to include in a general business portfolio. Their online website included 

a list of possible elements for inclusion. It was here that I obtained the idea to include former 

awards, letters of recognition, fliers from programs and activities I participated in, and a list of 

conferences and workshops attended. There were several other ideas they recommended as 

well, but I chose only the ones I felt were appropriate for my own portfolio. Therefore, I have 

included a description of my London Center experience, a list of conferences and workshops, 

and various awards and letters of recognition that I have received throughout my college 

career. 

Overall I feel this was quite an extensive learning experience, and something that I can 

build upon for the entirety of my career as an employee. It has reaffirmed some of the skills I 

had set aside, and allowed me to develop new skills and interests for the future. Now on to 

the next step: finding that job l 
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Online Testing 

As Internet usage grows, the diversity of its application increases, One area of usage in 

need of closer examination is the emerging field of online testing. This field involves faculty 

development of web-based tests for use in student assessment (MacDougall, Place, Currie, 

1998). There are common features in much of today's exiting web-based learning (Hong, 

Kinshuk, He, Patel, Jesshope, 2(01). The instructor may develop various models of questions, 

such as multiple choice and essay (White, 2(01), which then travel through three basic stages: 

preparation, delivery, and assessment (Brusilovsky, Miller, 1999). This form of online and 

computerized assessment is currently being used to conduct exams such as graduate placement 

tests, aptitude assessment, and even classroom quizzes (Greenberg, 1998). Although this form of 

testing is becoming more acceptable, there still remains much controversy as to the challenges 

and advantages of web-based testing (Vonumivitch, Carr, 2001; Kerka, Wonacott, 2000; White, 

2(01). 

There are many noted advantages of internet-based testing. A study by Bicanich, 

Slivinski, Kapes, and Hardwicke (1997) found that the Internet offers a cost efficient alternative 

to the traditional paper-and-pencil testing. This new method of testing can also provide 

immediate results as well as analyses to aid educators (Bushweller, 2(00). A study by Bonham, 

Beichner, Titus, and Martin (2000) found that web-based assessment results could provide a 

valuable tool for educational research. Many school districts are integrating these results into 

future teaching methods, and as well, implementing adaptive testing according to each student's 

performance (Olson, 2(00). Another advantage of online testing is decreasing testing ~ime 

(Hamilton, Klein, Lorie, 2(00). A study by Alexander, Bartlett, Truell, and Ouwenga (2001) 

found that, in comparison with paper-and-pencil testing, online scores were equivalent, but were 



completed in a shorter amount of time. Automatic randomization is another element possible 

with electronic testing (MacDougall, Place, Currie, 1998). An instructor can choose the type of 

questions allowed, and the computer can then select the questions at random (Treadway, 1997). 

A final advantage to online testing is that most current assessment techniques can be modified 

for Internet usage (Robles, Braathan, 2002) thereby allowing for a simple transition to online 

testing. 

Yet, there also exist some disadvantages to web-based assessment. In one study by 

Leucht (2001), several different challenges were brought forth, such as: security, measurement 

of complex skills and problem solving, and the ergonomic design of testing interfaces. Two 

other studies addressed the issue of the testing interface, one by Pommerich and Burden (2000) 

and one by Ricketts and Wilks (2002), each finding that measures should be made to ensure that 

the examinee is responding to test material rather than the features of the administration mode. 

Characteristics of a student's upbringing affect the way they learn, and if not given a variety of 

testing situations, many educators feel that the value of a student's background may be lost 

(Cross, Greer, Pearce, 1998; Roy, 2(01). Lastly, many believe that computerized testing could 

also discriminate against those students with less computer literacy and experience (Greenberg, 

1998). 
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Online Shopping Habits of College Students 

In January of 1997, Scansaroli and Eng surmised that five years in the future, broadband 

internet connections and other new technology would help online shoppers to find what they 

want, and make a purchase in a fraction of the time it took then. (1997) 

As technology abounds and grows exponentially, shopping online is becoming a 

commonality (Dholakla & Kuan-Pin, 2(03). According to Stark and Meier, this is due to a 

reduction in the price of computers and the creation of capable search engines to aid in the 

shopping process (2001). Popular online purchases include: books and publications, computer 

software, and items related to traveling (Stark & Meier, 2(01). Clothing and apparel online sales 

experienced the largest amount of growth: 149% since 1998. (Stark & Meier, 2(01) Until 

recently, there has been a large gender gap in online shopping. Though men were consistently 

the shoppers, women now represent over half of those joining the ranks as online purchasers. 

(Stark & Meier, 2(01) While Internet usage is dominated by the youthful sector that is typically 

more web-savvy than older adults (Dennis, Harris, Sandhu, 2(02), these adults now represent 

more than 22% of those online. (Stark & Meier, 2(01) 

One sector of online shoppers, those who are college students, develop shopping habits 

today, that can carryover into later life, thereby affecting online shopping usage now, and 

potentially in the future. (Stark & Meier, 2(01) A study conducted by Sterling Research found 

that a typical college student made online purchases four times a year, and spent around $300. 

(Educational Marketer, 2(01) Currently, statistics show that college students' top online 

purchases are: music, books, and tickets. (Ebenkamp, 2(00) 
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Rosario Ferre: El Desarrollo del Feminismo en la Literatura de 

Latinoamerica 

Los escritos de Rosario Ferre son muy importantes para el 

mundo literario femenino. Como dice Ana Lydia Vega en un 

entrevista con Elizabeth Hernandez y Consuelo Lopez Stringfield: 

"Rosario Ferre cracked open "the closet." Her first 

publication was seen as scandalous. Here was the 

daughter of an ex-governor, a rich woman who broke 

with the conventions of her class. When she 

published, she immediately gained national attention. 

This broke down barriers. . .. In turn, it allowed a 

group of women writers to gain legitimacy ... " (817) 

A parafrasear Elena Gascon Vera, en sus obras literarios: 

Ferre se expresa en una manera muy personal. Ella cree que 

todos los mujeres pueden, y deben usar sus talentos creativas 

para alcanzen su vitalidad, su libertad, y su autenticidad. 

(198) Vera tambien menciono que "More specifically, Ferre sees 

writing as the best way to awaken women's consciousness."(198) 

Para expresar estos creidos, ella se incorporada los elementos 

de inversion, ironia, y eroticos en sus obras. Este papel 



Pardue 2 

discutira estos elementos con ejemplos de sus obras, y de las 

obras de autores que reseno la literatura de ella. 

El uso de inversiones es una practica interesante en que 

Ferre usa concept os contrarios en sus obras 0 sus poemas para 

mostrar los lectores su perspectiva. Frecuentemente, como dice 

Marie Murphy, Ferre hacer este perspectiva, "By means of 

inversions, narrative point of view and defiant female 

characters."(145) Ella us6 estos elementos para cambiar los 

historias del pasado en que las mujeres sufrian, y en este 

manera, ella 'vindic6' estos sufridos, y cambia la idea de la 

femenina. 

Ferre expresa este cambiar de historia con la usa de 

parodia. Marie Murphy se expres6 este idea muy bien en su 

revista de Ferre's Maldito Amor, 

"If not reflecting the feminine, she can mime the 

feminine by painting over her [Adriana] own 

image/body. In this sense, in several of Ferre's 

stories, women have deliberately become painted 

ladies, choosing parody rather than acquiescence to 

the restorations of the Old Masters."(149) 

En este manera, Ferre puede hacer su punto sin haciendose el 

mujer enfadado. 

Otra manera que Ferre usa a eliminar el enfadado es la 

ironia. Este elemento mezcla bueno con los inversiones, y como 
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dice Ferre en su obra traduzca con Lizabeth Paravisini-Gebert, 

"From Ire to Irony," "In female literature anger is often of a 

different type; it has been purified in the crucible of 

irony."(900) En este obra, ella examin6 tres diferentes tipos de 

ironia: 10 de literatura, 10 del drama, y 10 que representa el 

dividir entre el parte de su personalidad que sabe la historia 

(y esta enojada) y el parte linguistica que es como el 

observadora silencioso. 

En las palabras de Ferre, la ironia de literatura es "built 

upon a play of words-the opposite of what is meant is 

said."(901) Ironia del drama "establishes a secret 

communication with the reader, that disguises the unveiling plot 

from the characters in the text,"(901) 

a 1a ironia del dividirse, como: 

Finalmente, ella explica 

"The literary convention of the twin helped me to 

objectify my own psychological wrenching-apart, as I 

became a participating witness of the historical and 

social conflicts of the women around me. Thus I often 

mocked and contradicted what I was saying, in spite of 

being deadly serious about it."(902) 

Este caracteristica del "gemela" es presente en la historia 

de "The Youngest Doll."(5) En este historia, alguien puede 

observarlo en 1a creaci6n del ultimo muneca por la tia. Como 

dice Ksenija Bilbija, este muneca, "replaces the original woman 
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in her involuntary sedentary position and consequently alters 

the script written by a patriarchal hand."IBBS) Este ocurridad 

es visible en la obra de Ferre, que fue traducir con Diana L. 

Velez: 

"The youngest went on sitting in her rocking chair on 

the balcony, motionless in her muslin and lace, and 

always with lowered eyelids ... He [the doctor] gently 

placed his stethoscope over her Herat and heard a 

distant swish of water. Then the doll lifted her 

eyelids, and out of the empty sockets of her eyes came 

the frenzied antennae of all those prawns." 110-11) 

Bilbija tambien dice que "The discovery, recognition and 

the ultimate repression of female sexuality thus becomes the 

central motif of this fairy-tale like story."188S) El t6pico de 

sexualidad tambien es central a muchos de las obras de Rosario 

Ferre. A parafrasear 10 que dice Sharon Keefe Ugalde, el 

eroticsimo femenino es un parte de la cultura en que hay muchos 

concept os err6neos. Tambien, esto es una area de la vida que 

muchos personas us an a hacer su idea de mismo. Entonces, 

autores feministas como Ferre creen que es importante que todos 

escritoras son enterados a su sexualidad para ser completa. Un 

ejemplo, de este caracteristica, y un buen resumen del mensaje 

de Ferre es de un cito que usa Vera, de "La Autenticidad" de 

Ferre: 
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"If they want to become good writers, today's women 

writers know that, above all else, they will first 

have to be women, because in art, authenticity is 

everything. They will have to learn the innermost 

secrets of their own body and how to talk about it 

without any euphemisms. They will have to learn how 

to examine their own eroticism and how to derive from 

their own sexuality a latent and rarely exploited 

vitality. They will have to learn to explore their 

anger and frustration as well as their satisfaction in 

being a woman. They will have to cleanse themselves 

and help cleanse their readers of that guilt that 

secretly torments them. Finally, they will have to 

write in order to understand themselves better and 

also to teach their women readers to do the same." 

(199 ) 
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There are several different interpretations of intelligence, such as: "the ability to 

see relevant relationships ... the ability to acquire a wide variety of information rapidly and 

easily, to retain and understand instructions, to reason well ... to see more creative 

possibilities in a particular medium." (Akhurst, 1970) In this way it is not surprising that 

this ever-developing field of intelligence studies has a rich and interesting history of study 

and research, which wi1llikely continue on for decades. The first instances of intellectual 

testing reaches back to 2000 B.C. when the "Chinese administered oral tests to determine 

a candidate's fitness for carrying out the tasks of civil administration." (Magill, 1998) 

The roots of the modem intelligence tests are with the studies of Jean-Etienne-Dominique 

Esquirol in the 19th century. In his studies, Esquirol stated that he "believed it was 

necessary to devise a means of gauging "normal" intelligence so that deviations from an 

agreed upon norm could be ascertained." (Magill, 1998) Other researchers, such as Sir 

Francis Galton (who worked on the idea of hereditary genius), James McKeen Cattell 

(who studied individual differences in behavior), and Hermann Ebbinghaus (who studied 

tests of memory, computation, and sentence completion), followed the research done by 

Esquirol with their own. This eventually led to the study done by Alfred Binet and 

Theodore Simon, and their creation of the 1905 Binet-Simon Scale. "Their scale reflected 

the idea that intelligence was a combination of faculties - judgment, practical sense, and 

initiative - and contained measures related to memory, reasoning ability, numerical 

facility and object comparison." (Magill, 1998) 

In 1916, an adapted version of the Binet-Simon Scale was published by Lewis 

Terman of Stanford University, and was given the new name, the Stanford-Binet Test. 
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Terman also adapted the "mental quotient," a ratio originally determined "by dividing 

mental age (as determined through scores on a test) by chronological age." (MagiJI, 1998) 

He renamed this term the "intelligence quotient," or IQ. 

Another string of major intelligence tests grew out of the work of David Wechsler, 

as he wished to create a test that would more fully incorporate the personality, (Magill, 

1998) with less dependence on verbal skills. The Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale, 

his first test, was published in 1939. This new scale had the ability to test the intelligence 

of people with linguistic or sensorimotor handicaps. (Magill, 1998) 

Other, less recognized tests were developed through the work of people such as 

Raymond Cattell; who thought that intelligence could be split into two categories; fluid 

(forming) and crystallized (fixed); and Jean Piaget, who felt that intelligence was the way 

in which we adapt to the world around us. (Magill, 1998) 

Intelligence testing has also long been a controversial subject. It has "been 

accused of unfairly stratifYing test-takers by race, gender, class and culture; of minimizing 

the importance of creativity, character and practical know-how; and of propagating the 

idea that people are born with an unchangeable endowment of intellectual potential that 

determines their success in life." (Benson, 2003) Yet, this method of assessment cannot 

be considered valueless due to its vices. It has many effective and valid uses, such as: the 

identification of possible problems a child may develop during the course of his or her 

education, assistance in the identification of certain strengths or aptitudes, and help in 

identifYing a child with advanced abilities. (Magill, 1998) 
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It is for this reason that the intelligence tests that exist today are continually 

scrutinized and adapted for modem concerns and issues. "As a result, many of the biases 

identified by critics of intelligence testing have been reduced, and new tests are available 

that, unlike traditional intelligence tests, are based on modem theories of brain function." 

(As stated by Alan Kaufman, PhD in Benson, 2(03) Though the basis of the Stanford

Binet and Wechsler tests are rooted in the original versions of the exams, they now exist 

in a different form. 

The current favorite among intelligence tests for adults is the WAIS-III, or the 

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, version 3. This test now spans several subject areas 

such as: "Vocabulary. Tell the examiner what certain words mean. For example: chair 

(easy), hesitant (medium), presumptuous (hard)." (Deary, 2(01) It also addresses topics 

such as: similarities, information, comprehension, matrix reasoning, digit span, and 

symbol search (Deary, 2(01) to cover a variety of knowledge. At the end of examination, 

this test yields three scores: Verbal Scale, Performance Scale, and Full Scale. This allows 

for a more detailed interpretation of the exam, giving the analyst a fuller picture of the 

person as a whole. 

Another aspect of intelligence testing that can be beneficial to the "wholeness" of 

the analysis is the fact that there are now so many reputable scales and tests for use. Just 

for children, there are five major scales: the Weschler Intelligence Scale for Children -

Third Edition (WISC-III), the Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children (K-ABC), the 

Stanford-Binet - Fourth Edition (SB-IV), the Kaufman Adolescent and Adult Intelligence 
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Test (KAIT), and the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery - Revised (WJ-R). 

(Beres, Kaufman, Periman, 2(00) 

The WISC-III is useful for children ages 6-16 and yields three scores (like the 

Wechsler test for adults) and is scored by comparison of the individual's score with the 

scores of those in the peer group. The K-ABC measures the intelligence of normal and 

gifted children from age 2 112 to 12 112 and yields four scales: sequential processing 

scale, simultaneous processing scale, mental processing composite scale, and the 

achievement scale. The SB-IV can be used on children age 2 years to 23 years 11 months. 

It yields scoring in the areas of verbal reasoning, quantitative reasoning, abstract/visual 

reasoning, and short-term memory (as well as a composite score). The KAIT is for those 

ages 11 to 85+ and yields three IQ scores: fluid, crystallized, and composite. Finally, the 

WJ-R is for persons age 2-90+ and yields two scores: cognitive and achievement. 

As one can see, there is much variation amongst current testing methods and 

theories, allowing for flexibility in today's testing situations, thereby serving the needs of 

a broader section of the population. Yet, the ultimate responsibility lies with those 

professionals who analyze the results of such tests, and work with the people who take 

them. "As an operating principle ... professionals in the field will have to be guided by a 

continuing awareness that intelligence testing is only one aspect of understanding a 

person's total behavior and that the limitations involved in the measuring process must be 

understood to avoid incorrect or inappropriate diagnoses that might prove harmful to an 

individual." (Magill, 1998) 
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January 28, 2004 

Mr. Gill Sans 
5537 East Wabash Avenue 
New Richmond, IN 47992 

Dear Mr. Sans: 

.·etl.ller 

We here at Petal Peddler were pleased to receive your inquiry about our business. Enclosed 
you will find a brochure with detailed descriptions of the products available for our customers. 
We hope you will find this helpful. Should you have further questions or concerns, feel free to 
call us or stop by. Our business hours are Monday through Saturday, 9am to 5pm. 

Thanks again for taking interest in Petal Peddler. We look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely yours, 

Christy Pardue 

444 W. MalA SU .... WIIIIIIIA.r CI 92683 15551242-9983 
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDEM 

TO: Petal Peddler Staff 

FROM: Christy Pardue 

DATE: February 2, 2004 

SUBJECT: Training Session 

Please plan to attend your introductory training session at 1 P.M. on Friday, February 6, 
2004. You will be given more detailed lessons on how to work with our products and 
our customers. ThIS will be an excellent opportunity for you to ask any questions you 
may have about employee and customer relations. 

Should you have questions or concerns, please call us. We look forward to seeing you 
on Friday. 

444 W. Main SUI It, Wlltllinstlr C. 92183 15551242-1183 
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Summary 
There are many flowers readily available for use in today's floral design industry. 
We feel it is important for those now entering the field to know the basics of 
arrangement and then use their creativity to create something beautiful. For this 
reason, my associates and I have compiled a close look a few of the primary 
flowers that young designers will encounter on a daily basis. 

The Carnation 
The carnations one will most likely come into contact with as a florist are perpetual
flowering carnations. They are grown year round at commercial sites, and so therefore 
are commonly used for all occasions such as Mother's Day, weddings, and funerals. 

They produce three inch blossoms in a variety of colors from scarlet to orange to purple, 
and are also easily found in a combination of variegated colors. Their blooms are long
lasting and are easily preserved should the need arise for a dried arrangement. 

The Rose 
This medium sized flowering plant is most popular among flower arrangements. Known 
as Rosaceae Rosales, this pleasantly fragrant bloom is native to North America's 
temperate zone. These flowers are also grown year round at commercial sites across the 
country. They are especially popular for romantic holidays, such as Valentine's and 
Sweetest Days, as well as for anniversaries and birthdays. 

These flowers come in a variety of sizes, shapes, and colors, and from the small tea roses 
to the larger contemporary roses; the rose makes a beautiful addition to any arrangement. 

The Tulip 
These bulb flowers are native to Asia and the Mediterranean. They grew popular in 
Europe during the 1 ~ century and are still today a major export of the Netherlands. 
They are also grown commercially in Michigan and Washington. 

These members of the lily family produce single blooms at the end of each stem and can 
be found in a wide range of solid colors. They can also be found in varicolored varieties 
due to a viral disease spread to them by aphids. 



Quick Reference 
For summation and easy access of information, we have included a small table with quick 
facts on these potential sUbjects. Also included is a pie chart showing last years sales 
percentages in terms of each type of flower. 

Variety of solids, as 
well as variegated stem 

Variety of solids, 
some varicolored 

Variety of solids, 
some varicolored 

Variety of sizes, 
depending on type, 
most commonly 
medium sized 

Medium sized 
blooms and stems 

Frequently associated 
with more "romantic" 
purposes, but used for 
most all occasions 

All occasions 

D Roses 
D Tulips 
• Other 



Rent 
Utilities 
Groceries 
Gas 
Insurance 
Cell Phone 
Emergency 
Loan Repayment 
We?ding Savings 

$500.00 
$300.00 
$100.00 

$50.00 
$50.00 
$40.00 
$50.00 

$150.00 
$500.00 
$260.00 

• Utilities 
o Groceries 
DGas 
.Insurance 
DCell Phone 
• Emergency 
o Loan Repayment 

. Wedding Savings 



Student Loan Repayment Schedule 

ormanD 
L\..'l~lIl S-1,:;"'"'('.\."'\.'1 

I\:lk ·1'\, 5/ 1104 1 $4,500,00 $15.00 $86.61 $0 $4,413.39 
Ye;II's ,I 611104 2 $4,413.39 $14.71 $86.89 $0 $4,326.50 

f'el" Y,':II" 1 ~ 7/ 1/ 04 3 $4,326.50 $14.42 $87.18 $0 $4,239.32 
")\.'Lil f'J\'Il11'llts .1.'-' 8/ 1/ 04 4 $4,239.32 $14.13 $87.4 7 $0 $4,151.84 

.\"'111 Ii II' f',II'lIh'lll ~ I c' 1,(; I 9/ 1104 5 $4,151.84 $13.84 $87.77 $0 $4,064.07 
T('Lt! f'J\'llh.'111~ :' .. -LSI7.('~ 10/ 1/ 04 6 $4,064.07 $13.55 $88.06 $0 $3,976.02 

l\"Isl ('f L('l;ltl 5Yil.(\S 11 11104 7 $3,976.02 $13.25 $88.35 $0 $3,887.66 
1211104 8 $3,887.66 $12.96 $88.65 $0 $3,799.02 

Obseved Payment 111105 9 $3,799.02 $12.66 $88.94 $0 $3,710.07 
l\'Ist l'lf 1.\."':111 5J7'(.l\S 211105 10 $3,710.07 $12.37 $89.24 $0 $3,620.84 

T,'I:II f':II'IIl"llls -IS 3/ 1105 11 $3,620.84 $12.07 $89.54 $0 $3,531.30 
411105 12 $3,531.30 $11.77 $89.83 $0 $3,441.46 
5/ 1105 13 $3,441.46 $11.47 $90.13 $0 $3,351.33 
611105 14 $3,351.33 $11.17 $90.43 $0 $3,260.90 
711105 15 $3,260.90 $10.87 $90.74 $0 $3,170.16 
8/ 1/ 05 16 $3,170.16 $10.57 $91.04 $0 $3,079.12 
9/ 1/ 05 17 53,079.12 $10.26 $91.34 $0 $2,987.78 

1011105 18 $2,987.78 $9.96 $91.65 $0 $2,896.13 
11 11105 19 $2,896.13 $9.65 $91.95 $0 $2,804.18 
1211105 20 $2,804.18 $9.35 $92.26 $0 $2,711.92 

111 / 06 21 $2,711.92 $9.04 $92.57 $0 $2,619.36 
2/1 / 06 22 $2,619.36 $8.73 $92.87 $0 $2,526.48 
3/ 1/ 06 23 $2,526.48 $8.42 $93.18 $0 $2,433.30 
4/ 1/ 06 24 $2,433.30 $8.11 $93.49 $0 $2,339.80 
5/ 1106 25 $2,339.80 $7.80 $93.81 $0 $2,246.00 
611106 26 $2,246.00 $7.49 $94.12 $0 $2,151.88 
711106 27 $2,151.88 $7.17 $94.43 $0 $2,057.44 
8 / 1106 28 $2,057.44 $6.86 $94.75 $0 $1,962.70 



9/1/06 29 $1,962.70 $6.54 $95.06 $0 $1,867.63 
10/1/06 30 $1,867.63 $6.23 $95.38 $0 $1,772.25 
11/1/06 31 $1,772.25 $5.91 $95.70 $0 $1,676.55 
12/1/06 32 $1,676.55 $5.59 $96.02 $0 $1,580.54 
1/1/07 33 $1,580.54 $5.27 $96.34 $0 $1,484.20 
211/07 34 $1,484.20 $4.95 $96.66 $0 $1,387.54 
3/1/07 35 $1,387.54 $4.63 $96.98 $0 $1,290.56 
4/1/07 36 $1,290.56 $4.30 $97.30 $0 $1,193.26 
5/1/07 37 $1,193.26 $3.98 $97.63 $0 $1,095.63 
6/1/07 38 $1,095.63 $3.65 $97.95 $0 $997.68 
7/1/07 39 $997.68 $3.33 $98.28 $0 $899.40 
8/1/07 40 $899.40 $3.00 $98.61 $0 $800.79 
9/1/07 41 $800.79 $2.67 $98.94 $0 $701.85 

10/1/07 42 $701.85 $2.34 $99.27 $0 $602.58 
11/1107 43 $602.58 $2.01 $99.60 $0 $502.99 
1211/07 44 $502.99 $1.68 $99.93 $0 $403.06 
1/1/08 45 $403.06 $1.34 $100.26 $0 $302.80 
211/08 46 $302.80 $1.01 $100.60 $0 $202.20 
3/1/08 47 $202.20 $0.67 $100.93 $0 $101.27 
4/1/08 48 $101.27 $0.34 $101.27 $0 $0.00 
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Information Payment Schedule 

Savings Goal $6,000 Date 
Payment 
Period 

Starting 
Balance Interest Extra Ending Balance 

Annual Interest Rate 0.08% 6/1/04 1 $333.14 $0.00 $0 $333.14 
Years 1.5 7/1/04 2 $666.29 $0.02 $0 $666.31 

Payments per Year 12 8/1/04 3 $999.46 $0.04 $0 $999.50 
Total Payments 18 9/1/04 4 $1,332.64 $0.07 $0 $1,332.71 

10/1/04 5 $1,665.86 $0.09 $0 $1,665.94 
11/1/04 6 $1,999.09 $0.11 $0 $1,999.20 
12/1104 7 $2,332.34 $0.13 $0 $2,332.48 

1/1105 8 $2,665.62 $0.16 $0 $2,665.78 
2/1105 9 $2,998.92 $0.18 $0 $2,999.10 
3/1105 10 $3,332.24 $0.20 $0 $3,332.44 
4/1/05 11 $3,665.59 $0.22 $0 $3,665.81 
5/1105 12 $3,998.96 $0.24 $0 $3,999.20 
6/1105 13 $4,332.34 $0.27 $0 $4,332.61 
7/1/05 14 $4,665.76 $0.29 $0 $4,666.04 
8/1/05 15 $4,999.19 $0.31 $0 $4,999.50 
9/1/05 16 $5,332.64 $0.33 $0 $5,332.98 

10/1/05 17 $5,666.12 $0.36 $0 $5,666.48 
1111105 18 $5,999.62 $0.38 $0 $6,000.00 
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Asi.aJrlLtique 
Interiors alllld Gifts 

Palo Alto Berkeley 
230 University Ave (4th st. Shoppin:sJ 

801 Delaware Ave 

50% off 
all dining 

table orders 

Berkeley 
(Warehouse) 

1036 Ashby Ave. 

40% off all 
chair orders 

We custom build your dining table and 
chairs from reclaimed tea wood. 

Christy Pardue BIT 338/ 1 
Re-creation of Original Ad 
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1808 COU"trll Club ~d. CrAwfordsville,.J..N 479n 

pllo"e: 76;-;62-8;60 Cell pllo"e: 76;-22;-9;;7 JAX: 76;-;;;-2424 
www.bsu.edu 





DIR6CTORY OF 

R6F6R6NC6S 



l'--lCl VV'ct:: ClrlvLs.tM pt.1VOMe 

ADlDlre.s..s.: -,B;;OX~g~2~M:';;;US""~C~'e~,..:I;::N'-24z'7:::3::0::"'~ _____ _ 
T el'1'''DV<,ec -'7_"'=-5:....:,2=2=5::.,.:2::2::2::..4~ _________ _ 

NI/IVLA.L AbLgt.1LL Ft.1Ltlrl 

A~olvt:.s..s.: BOX_90 MuV\,cLe, IN 4,730b 

TelepVlOvce, -'.7...:"'...:5=-'.:2=2::>::...'::3::0::2,.:4 __________ _ 

Nt.1V1AL CLt.1Lf""e DClV\,es. 

Act vi ye'" , BOX g2 Lofouette, IN 4730b 

Telep"Dvce, --'7"b:::5::.,"'7:..:2'-'f?o:,-=2,,0:::"24~ _________ _ 

HClv1.A.L 

Avlvlyes" 

Tele]'"Ovc" 

MClttlrlew SClZef""Clt 

NClVlA.e: Hei.dL MGtV\..Cu$o 

ADl 01 re.s..s.: Box 43 MuV\..CLe, IN 4730b 

Tel'1'''OL'l,ec --'.7_",...:5_' ...:20=-1::....:"''''7...:'''::2=-________ _ 

NC1V1A.t:: JLA$hV\. MeV\.deV\.lrlClLL 

Avlchess, Box b5 Mf,tV\cle, IN 4730b 

T elel'" ovce, 7b5'i?~4'25bg 

Notes: 



r-..JiAV'lILe: JOC!Vl¥\,C! PC!n::;iue 

Ac:jc:jr-ess: B.ox79 GrC!wforc;ls,vLLLe, IN 47306 

Tele~"ovce, ..L..Z.::'''.::5::.':o2:o2"'5::;'5::.4-'.2.g::4 __________ _ 

NGI V'lILe: kLypY) HoLLiV\,f;l 

Acllir-ess: "E.ox 4S MlA.V\,Cl.e, IN 47306 

Tele~"ovce: ~7'-"'_5:..,_2.:..4"'7_-.::i?.::5C;"'''''~ _________ _ 

NGlV'lILe: 

A~~ress: Box 74 cyawfoY~$v'lle, IN 47933 

TeLe-pflOvce, 

NGlV'lILe: JOSon "PooL 

Address, Box 45 west Lafauette, IN 4730'" 

Tele-pi1ovce: 7"'5-249-45bi 

NGlVVle: JonV\, LGlV\,g 

Ad~yess: Box 4'" Lafauette, IN 4790'" 
Telepi1ovce, _7-'--"-"'5,,'-',7-'-9'-'11'-,"'2,,0"'>+-'--_________ _ 

NGlVVte: I-teleV\, specn 

Ad dress: _B.:;;Ox~7;:9;;:;M:.::;:.~:;vcc::;:'e,-,:.:1 N;:...:c4",7:::;32:3:!"'~ _____ _ 
TeLe-pi1o vce: ~7_"'-'-5_-9'_""'7_-_=2:..:4.:1:L9 _________ _ 

NGlVVle: HeLc;l[ MC!V\,c-lA.s,o 

Alilir-ess; B.ox 43 MlA.v\ .. de, IN 47306 

Tele-pi1ovce, ~7'-'-"'.:.5..:-2:::0.::1:...,:::"'7"-"g::::2 _________ _ 

NGlVlAL )u.<;tl.V\, MeVl.-c;leVl.-VlGllL 

AcI dyess, -=B:;:o"X-""',:5,::-,M~U.::;vc:::c::'e'-''::1 N~4~Z:3:::0:::"'~ _____ _ 
Tele-pi1ovce, -'.7..::"'.::5:.;-.::".L9:.c4::;-2"'5:::':::"'"i? __________ _ 

Notes,: 



~..JClVlA.-e: Vo.lI'o CClvett 

Ac{c{yess: };('x 1.(;,5 MKV\..cLe, IN 4794b 

TeLe-p"'ovce: _7':...(:;.:.0.;;5...:·"':::;"::.:,.:::5·...:"0;2:::;";::4"-_________ _ 

NClVlA.-e: jushV\.. l-te[V\..zev 

Ac{c{vess: Box (;'4 U1GvoSse, W1J4b7l? 

TeLe-p"'ovce: .-:7::.:{.:.,5.:.·.:"':::":::":;.;:3:::0:::2:::4:-_________ _ 

NClVlA.-e: R\1ClV\.. StClvV\..es 

A""ress: lSox 4G Crowfor~svllle, IN 41233 
Tele-p"'ovce: --'7'-'6::5:...·-="'::::5:::G:..·.:.4.:.4..!.~::." _________ _ 

NClVlA.-e: SClvooi HClrt 

A~~yes.s; ""&ox: 53!? MuV\,C,Le, IN 4130b 

TeLe-p",ovce: -'1'::.:b::.: . .:::S...:,,:::;,,::::S;;.':.<~c:"=i;.S2'--_________ _ 

NClVlA.-e: M~d1CleL LkJV\..V\.. 

Ac{c{vess: 1Sox 1)4-l? west~LV\...';tev, GA 2.2b!?3 

Tele-p"'ovce: -'1'::.:6c:;S'",:L1'...:2"'Sc:,2::.0;;:.io:4!-. ________ _ 

NClVlA.-e: WiJLLClVl-t MLLLbevV\.. 

A""ress: lSox 46i CrOWfOr~5V'lle, IN 41'~33 
Tele-p"'ovce: -",1'...:6:::;5:..' .:::b::.:4:::S:...::::2L~::.24:::-________ _ 

NClVlA.-e: I-tClYVlj s~~tv, 

A~c{vess: Box b'3.2 MuV\,C,Le, IN 4730b 

TeLe-p",ovce: -"'7...:G:::;S::.:·::.g=:"'24.:.·4:::.~LiJ7:z _________ _ 

Notes: 
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N&\I1Ae: )OSl1uCi f-tl-tdsoV\, 

A"" yess; -:"?70)(~9:::6L1':::"CO:-r::."w~fo2r.:::cj.::.sV",'=l:::le:..., ,,' N~4~1'::2E:'3~ __ 
Telel'~o""e; --,1',-,6::S:c-.::6::4:,:1'~-,:02!:6,:02,:;4 _________ _ 

NC!\I1Ae: KLrfz wLLsoV\.-

Address: 1;0x. g94 MuV\.-c~e, IN 4:7-30b 

TeLel'~Dvce; -""'1'.,:6::;;S:",,:::21::,4"--=2"'1':,;2;,.4'---________ _ 

N&\I1Ae: ~"~y~'~";~;E~"~r~lU~~~~~-------
Address: 1;0x. 410 MuV\.-cLe, IN 47-3010 

TeLel'~ovce; -"1'",:6"S,,-"'2=H=-4l::S"'3~2'____ ________ _ 

NC!V'lA.e: Sl1eLLCI MccLCI~V\.-
Adc;{yess: Box. ~i5 CriAwfordsvLLLe, IN 41933 

TeLel'~o""e; --'1':...6"S=-3"'6:::2"-:,:2"'O~6:::4!:.,,. _________ _ 

NC!\I1Ae: LClurCl NOYr~S 

Arl rl yeS5; -:";;;::OX-;:=;H;,";-;:M-::::~~~::o;:,e"",,:;, N.;",.4"1':,;3;;::O;;:6:;,,,. ____ _ 

TeLel'~ovce; -""'1'.,:6"s:..-L94.:.S"""'-2:::3;;,,4.,:6"---________ _ 

Notes: 
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?UouflJou {j~ to 
Jet marrier! on 

Jour hone.Jmoon? 



1}esfinafion Wecfc#Y1Js - ;t(re <They 
'"For 1/0«7 

Would you like to get married on your 
honeymoon? Destination weddings are 
becoming more and more popular with 
couples who are eager to skip the fuss of a 
traditional wedding and jump right into the 
fun. Around the 
world, you'll find 
hotels and resorts 
that offer on-site 
help to plan your 
wedding, from details 
like the wedding 
license to extras such 
as music and photos. Whether the special 
day involves just the two of you or whether 
you'll be inviting friends and relatives to join 
in the occasion, a destination wedding can 
be a way to create wonderful memories. 

But first, the down side. Destination wed
dings aren't for everyone. If you're in love 

m rn 

i>frl.~~tr~~), ~,~rv 
! ' ~J.- ~'V~I! I, , 

~-_ .'. 1 '1\ ,'. -._., 

with the idea of a 
large wedding with 
all your friends and 
family, skip this 
idea. Even with a 
year of planning, 
it's just about 

impossible to get everyone's schedules 
coordinated for this kind of event. 

Many couples are 
saying "I do" to the 
idea of destination 
weddings not only as 
a way to make the 
occasIOn more spe

cia�, but also 8 s a means of simplifying the 
whole process. "Just say the word, and we'll 
take care of everything," explains Ava 
Burke-Thompson, Director of Guest Ser
vices at the Sheraton Grand Resort Paradise 
Island, Bahamas. We can arrange for the 
marriage license; minister, priest, or rabbi; 
the florist and the photographer; the wed
ding cake and champagne; and the rehearsal 
dinner and wedding reception." 

At resorts like the Sheraton Grand, on site 
wedding coordinators take care of every last 
detail, some with just one day notice. "We 
do it all the time," says Burke-Thompson. 
"It's now legally possible to get married in 
the Bahamas with 24 hours' notice." 

Many small resorts like Florida's Little Palm 
Island offer groups the option of taking over 
the entire property. This type of stay must 
be arranged far in 
advance. The 
wedding part has 
the run of the resort 
for their stay, with 
plenty of room to 
party and play. 

1Jetai/S, 1Jetai/S 

Before you say "I do," plan to do a little 
research into the "do"s --and "don't"s -- of 
the local marriage laws. Many countries 
have loosened their marriage regulations, 
making it easier for foreigners to tie the 
knot. Even so, you'll need to do some re
search. 

"The reason some couples have problems 
with their overseas wedding is that they are 
unfamiliar with the marriage laws, rules and 
regulations of where they want to be wed," 
explains Ruth Keusch, co-owner of Ottley's 
Plantation Inn, located in Caribbean federa
tion of st. Kitts and Nevis. In researching 
your destination wedding, Keusch recom
mends that couples make sure they learn: 

- If their home country will recognize a 
wedding in the designated country as valid. 
- The minimun residency period before the 
wedding can be performed. 
- What paperwork you'll need to bring 
from your hometown house of worship if 
you're planning a religious ceremony. 
- What proof is required if you're divorced 
or widowed. 
- If blood tests are required 
- If there will be English -speaking staff 
- Costs and fees 
- Typical weather 

Copyright 2000 Paris Pementer & John Bigley 
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Interpersonal Relations 

Within my General Studies Degree here at Ball State, I was required to choose at least 

two minors to pursue as part of my degree. I selected three, one of which was an 

Interpersonal Relations minor from the Counseling Psychology and Guidance Services 

Department. 

I believe that this minor is quite an asset for me as a person, and as an employee. 

Throughout this part of my degree, I have been allowed the opportunity to study the different 

aspects of communication between people of all backgrounds, relationships, and walks of life. 

To fulfill the requirements of this minor, I was required to take fifteen hours of courses. 

These courses dealt with the theories behind counseling, the methods of practice within this 

field, and most importantly, communication between the members of the class. The classes 

were designed to expose the students to a variety of topics that are typically difficult for 

people to discuss. This is to enable the students to develop some degree of comfort with 

topics such as relationships, sexuality, and race, which can frequently be raised in the 

counseling system. The exposure is necessary to help facilitate the formation of a "bedside 

manner" of a counseling nature, so that one can deal with a client without shock or judgment 

entering into the conversation. 

The first course I took was entitled Human Relationship Development. Throughout 

this class, I came to a deeper understanding about the intricacies of human interaction. We 

studied basic psychological principles, and learned ways in which we could enhance the 

relationships with those around us. The many discussions sparked within the classroom were 

not only interesting, but also valuable. 



student 3/31/2004 

StudentiD I Lastname I Firstname I Class 1 I Class 2 I Class 3 
20001 Alexander Ryan ACC201 MGT300 BL260 
20002 Ball Mark ACC202 MKG300 ECON201 

..... 
20003 Carter Sarah iBL260 ACC201 ECON221 i 
20004 Dean jRick !ECON201 

i 
iECON202 BEOA249 

20005 iEaton iMegan iBEOA249 BEOA210 MGT300 
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student 3/31/2004 

Class 4 Class 5 Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 phone 
MKG300 ACC201 A :B A 214-5555 
ACC202 BL260 B A A 214-6666 
ECON202 ECON201 A :A B 214-7777 
BEOA210 MKG300 :B A B 214-8888 
FIN350 BEOA335 :A .C C 214-9999 
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email 
ryan@bsu.edu 
mark@bsu.edu 
sarah@bsu.ed 
rick@bsu.edu 
megan@bsu.e 

student 3/31/2004 
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user 3/31/2004 

username I password 

Alexander al2317 
Ball bl1569 

Carter ct8970 
Dean rk3212 
Eaton en3000 
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StudentlO 120001 phone P14-5555 

Lastname IAlexo.nder email Iryan@bsu.edU 

Firstneme I Ryan 

Class 1 IACC201 

Class 2 IMGT300 

Class 3 IBL260 

Class 4 IMKG300 

Class 5 !ACC201 

Grade 1 IA 

Grade 2 IB 

Grade 3 IA 
-----------

StudentiO 120002 phone P14-6666 

Lastname IBoll email I mark@bsu,edu 

Firstname IMark 

Closs 1 IACC202 

Class 2 IMKG300 

Class 3 !ECON201 

Closs 4 IACC202 

Class 5 IBL260 

Grade 1 IB 

Grade 2 IA 

Grade 3 IA 

StudentlO 120003 phone 1214-7777 

Lastname ICarter email I sBJah@bsu.edu 

Firstname ISarah 

Class 1 IBL260 

Class 2 IACC201 

Class 3 IECON221 

Class 4 IECON202 

Class 5 IECON201 

Grade 1 IA 
Grade 2 IA 
Grade 3 IB 

StudentlO 120004 phone 1214-8888 



Lastname !Dean email I rick@bsu.ed·~ 
Firstname 'Rick 

Class 1 IECON201 

Class 2 IECON202 

Class 3 IBEOA249 

Class 4 IBEOA210 

Class 5 IMKG300 

Grade 1 IB 

Grade 2 IA 

Grade 3 IB 
._-----------

StudentiD 120005 phone 1214-9999 

Lastname I Eaton email Imegan@bsu.edu 

Firstname IMegan 

Class 1 IBEOA249 

Class 2 IBEOA210 

Class 3 IMGT300 

Class 4 IFIN350 

Class 5 IBEOA335 

Grade 1 IA 

Grade 2 Ic 
Grade 3 IC 

-_._---_._--
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StudentiD Lastname Firstname email 
20001 Alexander Ryan ryan(1!lbsu.edu 
20002 Ball Mark mark(1!l~su:edu 
20003 :Carter ..... ··········Sarah 214-7777 sarah(1!lbsued 
20004 ·Dean Rick 214-8888 rick(1!lbsu.edu 
20005 Eaton Megan 214-9999 megan@bsu.e 
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student Query 

StudentID Lastname Firstname phone email 

20001 Alexander Ryan 214-5555 ryan@bsu.edu 

20002 Sail Mark 214-6666 mark@bsu.edu 

20003 Carter Sarah 214-7777 sarah@bsu.edu 

20004 Dean Rick 214-8888 rick@bsu.edu 

20005 Eaton Megan 214-9999 megan@bsu.edu 
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Language of Gratitude 

As the third part of my General Studies major, I chose to study towards a minor in 

Spanish. Attempting to learn another language has been no small undertaking, and has allowed 

me patience and understanding for those who have difficulty speaking, whether due to 

impairment or inexperience with the English language. 

Midway through my studies, I chose to spend a semester in London, England. This 

experience also enhanced my understanding of multiculturalism as I was thrust into a situation in 

which I was the minority. The area in which I stayed was largely an Arabic community, just 

north of Hyde Park and the Marble Arch. Here I became acquainted with many people of all 

cultures, tried an amass of unfamiliar foods, and learned what life was like in a city that had a 

higher population than my entire state back home. 

From London I traveled to France, Italy, Switzerland, and Scotland. These trips truly 

allowed me to experience life in a different environment, as I often felt confused and nervous 

due to my ignorance of the native languages. In one instance, I found out exactly how closely 

related Spanish and Italian are, as we were given directions in Italian, and I was able to 

comprehend enough to find our way to our destination. Yet, for most of the trip, I felt 

apprehensive about communication, and cherished the times when locals were patient with me as 

I struggled to speak or understand via my phrasebook. 

This experience allowed me to view language from a very different perspective, that of 

the outsider. Throughout my work history since this time, I have also had occasion to assist 

customers who speak little English, Spanish being their first language. Each time I began to 

speak their language, I could see the look of gratitude that others must have seen on my face 



I would say that, for me, the most influential and valuable course within this minor 

was Introduction to Cross-Cultural Counseling. I have always considered myself to be 

accepting of all people like and unlike myself Yet, this class opened my eyes to diversity at 

it's best. I had the opportunity to learn in-depth information about other cultures, and their 

different cultural norms in communication. 

I believe that as a result of this group of classes, I have developed a calm, thoughtful, 

style of communication that will be an asset to my every relationship, whether in business or 

personal life. 



throughout my travels. It is this look of gratitude, this reaching out to another human being, 

which I find to be not only gratifying, but also an asset to myself as a future employee. 



Introduction to London Centre 

Ball State University's Center for International Programs is pleased to present the Spring 2002 
& Fall 2002 edition of the London Centre Program. 

The cost of each program is estimated at $6,500 plus $2,040 tuition. The $6,500 pays for 
housing, food, round trip airfare, London subway and buses, and a "cultural package." The 
bottom line is that you can now spend a semester of your college career in London for about 
$3,000 more than the cost of a term in Muncie. 

Housing and food 

Accommodations are arranged at a London apartment complex where students will share a 
room with 2-3 roommates. The rooms are equipped with furniture, a sink, linen, towels, a color 
television and a telephone for incoming calls. Every two weeks, students will be given food 
money to buy their own groceries and may prepare meals in a kitchen shared with other London 
Centre students. 

Transportation 

Round-trip transportation will originate in and return to Indianapolis. In London, each student will 
have a pass for the subway (tube) and bus system. 

Cultural Package 

One of the outstanding features of the program is the "Cultural Package." This feature involves 
ten in-London events, including plays, concerts, and London Walks. London Walks are two to 
three hour guided tours, which take place primarily in the evening, each with a special theme 
and guide. For example, a "Jack the Ripper" walk is conducted by a Scotland Yard detective. 
London is the theatre capital of the world. 

In addition, students will also participate in five guided out-of-London day trips. These will take 
place on Wednesdays. Places to be visited include the Roman town of Bath, Shakespeare's 
birthplace of Stratford-on-Avon, Oxford, Canterbury, York, Blenheim Castle, Winston Churchill's 
boyhood home, and the archaeological glory of Stonehenge. 

London Centre Curriculum 

Students may register for 12-15 credit hours in the classes listed in the next column. Much of 
the course experience will be on-site. For instance, Art History students meet in the Tate Gallery 
and the theatre class will explore the back stages of theatres. Students may also arrange an 
independent study through their department. 

Advantages of the London Centre Program 

Ball State's London Centre Program is nearly 25 years old and numbers close to 1,000 alumni. 
Those students have benefited from the program in the following ways. 



Personal Growth 

The program promotes independence and responsibility. Many students are not only on their 
own for the first time, but also on their own in a large, urban, cross-cultural setting. Meeting 
these challenges builds self-confidence and growth as ethnocentrism is diminished. How do 
others view Americans? We grow as we are compelled to compare our way of living with that of 
many other cultures. 

Employability 

Alumni report that their London Centre experience opened more job opportunities. Employers 
tend to favor people with independence, adaptability, open-mindedness, and experience in a 
cross-cultural context. 

First-Hand Learning 

London itself is the great laboratory for this learning experience. Class work is, of course, 
valuable and necessary, but experiences outside the classroom (planned or spontaneous) are 
often more profound as you engage with your whole body the sights, sounds, tastes, and even 
smells of this great city and country. 

Financial Matters 

Financial aid that is applicable on the Ball State campus extends to London Centre students. In 
addition, there are two $500 scholarships available. 

Application Process 

Interested students should meet with Dr. Jim Coffin at the Center for International Programs, 
Student Center, Room 102 to discuss the application process. After you have considered the 
program and discussed the opportunity with your family, you may submit the application and 
meet with Jim Coffin. 

If accepted, you will fill out a Permission to Enroll form and attach a check for $150 made 
payable to Ball State University. Dr. Coffin will forward the form and check to the Bursar's Office 
and you will become an official London Centre student. Ball State will start billing you for the 
$6,500 trip costs. You will later register for London Centre courses and pay tuition, which will be 
$2,040. 

London Centre/Joie de Vivre 

"Joy of living" is a phrase that reflects the feelings of many who have experienced the London 
Centre Program-the best time of our lives. The greatest legacies of the program are new 
knowledge, new perspectives, self-confidence, and memories etched in our minds for a lifetime. 



ConferenceslW orkshops Attended 

Job Search Seminar (1S 102) 
February 7, 2002 

Short instructional and workshop based class on the basics of career planning and 
the job search. Information given about resume building, professional attire, and 
interview skills. 

Cardinal Job Fair 
Fall, 2003 & Spring, 2004 

Large gathering of employers and graduate schools. Information available 
regarding various companies and continuing education. 
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INFORMATION ABOUT THE HONORS COLLEGE 

BALL STATE UNIVERSITY 
Muncie, IN 47306 

Phone 765-285-1024 

Originated in 1959 as an Honors Program and changed in name twenty years later by action 
of the Board of Trustees, Ball State University's Honors College serves approximately 1300 
outstanding undergraduates. Students qualify for admission into the Honors College on the basis 
of high school grades and standardized test scores. Students in the top 10 percent of the entering 
class will be considered for inclusion in the Honors College. (The entering class in 1999 had an 
average grade point of 3.75, an SAT total of 1250+ or ACT of 27+.) Occasional exceptions are 
made in special circumstances. 

The Honors College offers two types of academic programs. One is applicable to all majors: 
Students take a core curriculum of specially-designed University Core Curriculum courses and at 
least two upper-level colloquia created specifically for the Honors College. They also complete 
a senior thesis or creative project and must fmish their undergraduate work with a cumulative 
grade-point average of at least 3.33. This earns the designation "Honors College Graduate." The 
second program is Departmental Honors. Students selecting this option usually begin work in 
the third year, completing requirements uniquely tailored to the major. Many students choose to 
participate in both programs. 

At present, the six courses in the core curriculum are a Symposium in Contemporary 
Civilization which often focuses on family history and the growth of values in society, a 
Symposium in Global Studies which focuses on the culture of non-Western societies, a 
Symposium in Science which focuses on critical scientific issues affecting contemporary society, 
and a three-course sequence in the Humanities, which traces Western thought from Greek, 
Roman, and early Christian civilization through Middle Ages, the Renaissance, and the 1800s to 
contemporary approaches, studying some major works of literature, philosophy, history, science, 
architecture and the fme arts. The colloquia are special topics courses presented in a seminar
style format. Recent topics have included "Wilderness: Past, and Future," "Women, Men, and 
Family in the American West," "An Overview of American Film Comedy from Charlie Chaplin 
to Woody Allen and Mel Brooks," "Workers and Unions in the United States: Past, and Present," 
and "Mysterious Women: Female Detectives in Contemporary Fiction." The thesis or creative 
project takes many forms, ranging from traditional library research to recitals, computer 
programming, one-person exhibitions of creative work, or laboratory research investigations. 

Each year, an Honors College committee selects the recipients of Undergraduate 
Fellowships, awards supporting student research or creative endeavors conducted in partnership 
with a faculty mentor. The Honors College also encourages and supports students who apply for 
national and international awards such as the Truman, Goldwater, Mellon, and Rhodes 
scholarships. 

In summation, Ball State University's Honors College provides special educational 
opportunities for students who show promise of outstanding academic achievement. With the 
cooperation of faculty committed to quality education, the Honors College attracts and retains an 
excellent group of highly-successful students. 
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B A L TATE 

U N VERSITY 

DEAN, COLLrCE OF SCIENCES A:>;D HUMANITIES Muncie,Indiana47306-0430 

Christy M Pardue 
1808 Country Club Rd 
Crawfordsville, IN 47933-2209 

Dear Christy, 

Phone: 765-285-lO42 
F.,,, 765-285-8980 

June 3, 2003 

Congratulations on being named to the Dean's Honor List of the 
College of Sciences and Humanities at Ball State University for 
Spring Semester 2003. 

This is an outstanding accomplishment since it means that you have 
maintained a grade point average of 3.5 or better for the work you 
have done Spring Semester. I applaud you on that record and wish 
you continued success. 

Sincerely, 

Donald E. Van Meter 
Interim Dean 



ACADEMIC AffAIRS 

SCHOOL OF EXTENDED EDUCATION 

January 30, 2004 

Ms. Christy Pardue 
1808 Country Club Rd. 
Crawordsville, IN 47933 

Dear Ms. Pardue, 

B A L 

U N I 

TAT E 

VERSITY 

Muncie, Indiana 47306-0130 
Phone: 765-285-1581 

On behalf of the School of Extended Education, I wish to congratulate you on your 
excellent academic performance during Fall Semester 2003. Based on this 
accomplishment you have been named to the Dean's Honor list for that semester. 

The university is proud of your outstanding work because, as I am certain you are aware, 
scholarly achievement is an important part of a successful educational experience. 

I join the members of our faculty in recognizing your fine record. 

Sincerely, 

.--4-
'v~0~ 

Frank Sabatine, Dean 
School of Extended Education 



COLLELF Of SCIENCES AND HUMAN1TII<.S 

DEPARTMENT Or- PHYSIOLOGY ANI) HEALTH SCIENCE 

May 27, 2003 

Christy M Pardue 
1808 Country Club Road 
Crawfordsville IN 47933-2209 

Dear Christy: 

B A L 

U N I VERSITY 

Muncie, Indiana 47306-0510 
Phon" 765-285-5961 

On behalf of the Department of Physiology and Health Science at Ball State 
University, I would like to congratulate you on your fine performance in the classroom 
during the Spring Semester 2003. Being named to the Dean's Honor List is a signjficant 
accomplishment. Such an honor does not come without a great deal of work and effort 
on your part and support of those around you. With this letter I acknowledge your fine 
work and encourage you to continue to perform at a high level whether it be in the 
classroom or in a work setting. 

Keep up the good work. 

Sincerely, 

/?Id-I?~ 
Robert R. Pinger, pT 
Professor and Chairperson 

RRP:rad 



ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 

DEAN 01' THE HONORS COLLEGE 

April 2, 2003 

To: Christy Pardue 
Elliott Hall 

From: James S. Ruebel, Dean 

B A L 

UNI 

Re: Undergraduate FellowshIp for A demic Year 2003-2004 

.MENTOR: 

SE.MESTER(S) 

Melody Alexander 
ISOM - WB 237 

Fall 2003 & Spring 2004 

TAT E 

VERSITY 

Muncie, Indiana 47306-0l85 
Phone: 765-285-1024 
Fa,,, 765-285-2072 

On behalf of the Undergraduate Fellowship Selection Committee, it is my privilege to inform you 
that you have been selected to be an Undergraduate Fellow during the 2003-2004 academic year. 

You will be working with the professor named above. I suggest that you contact your mentor before 
the start of the semester to discuss your specific assignment. You are expected to start this work at 
the beginning of the semester. 

Your financial stipend for this fellowship will be $800 per semester for an average semester work 
load of one hundred fifty-five hours. You must come into our office (Carmichael Hall- Room 104) 
to sign a contract and fill out the necessary tax forms before the beginning of the semester. 

I also want you to know that part of the "contract" between you and your professor is an expectation 
that each of you prepare a written evaluation of your work toward the end of your project. You will 
be sent the appropriate forms at that time. 

In addition, you are required to attend one roundtable discussion among other Undergraduate Fellows 
during each semester in which you are an Undergraduate Fellow. Information about times of these 
roundtables will be sent out early in the semester. 

I trust that this academic experience will be a rewarding one for you. If you have any questions about 
any aspect of this program, please let me know. 

cc: Mentor 
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